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ICC Cloaked Space Stations

The Interplanetary Corporate Conglomerate (ICC) which became a separate entity from the Secret Space Programs that have been discussed by Corey Goode in the Cosmic Disclosure Show has been building secret cloaked space stations in the Milky Way Galaxy. This organization first started out colonizing Mars by building bases there and creating advanced technology that is traded with over 900 extraterrestrial races, and the ICC also has their space stations which are far more advanced that anything that NASA has put out in space.

There are twenty ICC cloaked stations currently in our galaxy. The first three cloaked stations are orbiting around Earth they are research facilities learning how to create sustainable living environments in outer space for long term travel to far away galaxies. These three stations do research in how to successfully create hydroponics and aquaponics gardens on space ships and stations, as well as studying how bacteria and viruses survive in different space environments. The six stations around Mars are building War Ships for interstellar defense of the Milky Way Galaxy. There are four stations around Jupiter, two near Saturn, three near Venus, one beside Pluto, and the last one out of the twenty near Uranus. The areas of space where there are less of these stations located, it means that these minor stations are used for doing spy/recon missions on what the other space programs are building and doing in our galaxy. These stations have world engines made from plasma generators so they can travel out in space and they are not necessarily stationary.
This is one of the research facility stations and it also builds the exploration space ships that do long distance space travel missions in different star systems and galaxies. The spy/recon space stations almost look the same in design as the above image.
The Secret Space Programs have long been colonizing other planets or moons since the 1950’s and building cloaked space stations in the Milky Way Galaxy and even other star systems nearby. There are various different mining operations in place going on right now at the asteroid belts which are full of natural resources like gold, uranium, etc. that the space programs are using to fund their secret research projects in building advanced technologies that create amazing healing devices eradicating viruses, curing cancer, slowing down the aging process, etc. Long distance space travel beyond the speed of light has also been possible close to 60 years now. All this information is being suppressed from the general public on Earth and we are living using old technologies which are behind the times.

There is clean energy technology already available but it is being kept secret as then we would not need fuel, gas, electricity, or coal to power cars, homes, air planes, space shuttles, etc. and the financial money system would collapse since we could have a self-sustaining system of goods and services done through barter and fair trade.

The information obtained in this report about the cloaked ICC space stations was discovered when the Star Traveler was out in the near orbit of Earth and saw these weird bubble like space distortions where there was nothing seen except black space. On further investigation the Star Traveler was able to see through the ICC cloaking devices to discover the various space stations in orbits around the other planets that are near Earth.
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Remote Viewing the ICC Bases on Mars and Other Planets

The ICC Interplanetary Corporate Conglomerate is a dangerous organization that will create and trade with anything that it thinks is of value in the universe, they will even trade in people if the price is right. This group is expert in brainwashing techniques and abducting people from Earth for slave labor and other purposes, they are mainly based on Mars and throughout our solar system.

Here is what I the Star Traveler saw when I remote viewed Mars on June 23, 2015. The ICC currently has 20 facilities/plants on Mars one of the facilities is producing mass fusion grenades as weapons to be able to destroy cities on planets, these weapons are planned to be traded with rogue group factions out in space. Another facility is experimenting with neurological artificial intelligence systems using unwilling humans to create cyborgs and androids with human parts integrated with the latest advanced neuro-link technology being developed by the ICC to be able to download human consciousness into robotic bodies that are mixed with human parts to function, these experiments are being done on many people in this cyber facility. These places are meat labs using unwilling people that are experimented on and some are even killed for human parts.

I saw the atrocity of how a person’s mind was downloaded into the cyborg/android body that had raw human parts attached to it, the experiment was fresh so they did not yet clean up how the new body would look like when completed. The being was alive and looking around, moving its arms, testing how the limbs work. Seeing this situation happening is disturbing on so many levels.

The ICC also has plants and facilities on Uranus and Pluto, they are manufacturing there drilling equipment to mine for different metals on Mars and other planets, this is happening on Pluto. On Uranus the ICC has a facility that is creating human hybrids mixed in with animal and other alien DNA to make superior space traveling beings that can survive being out in tough space conditions for prolonged periods of time on various missions. In total there are 200 facilities/colonies part here in the Milky Way Galaxy and the rest beyond this solar system. This conglomerate is abducting people to use them as slave labor, meat harvesters, etc.
On June 25, 2015 at 2:00 am Pacific time, I, the Star Traveler, was almost killed during the night by the ICC soul drainer assassin who tried to kill me on the etheric level so that it looked like my physical body died naturally, on the physical level I was paralyzed as I could not move my body at all and was choking so I could not breathe in air, it felt like my nervous system and brain was shutting down, maybe the assassin was trying to make it look like I had an aneurism. This attack was psychic in nature using mind manipulation/control as well as trying to leave dark/negative energies in the environment while all of this was happening so it would be harder for me to deal with the attack head on. I fought off the female assassin with my shamanic and light magic Wicca training but it was very painful, she tried to drain me of all my living soul energy, which was the etheric aspect of it as the attack was centered on my mind with the body being the causality as the end result. These are bred reptilian assassins mixed in with other deadly alien DNA, they have cone like shaped elongated heads, looking something like what was in the Alien vs. Predator movies. This assassin’s name was Akenesha and she was a fourth dimensional being but not evolved enough to go beyond violence and torture. These assassins can shape shift their physical forms so they can look slightly human, and they can also cloak themselves and be invisible when on covert missions.

An ICC ship was hovering over my house, they tried to wipe my brain with ray beam signals from their ship that did not work as my brain is wired beyond sound manipulation, I remember everything that I see and experience in my memories for a long time so erasing my memories does not work. When the memory wipe failed Akenesha was sent in to scare me for posting the information I did about the Mars facilities and the conditions there, as well as kill me.

The ICC has more soul drainer assassins like Akenesha and they send them out to eliminate people who try to publicly expose the ICC on the internet or in other media sources.

I told Akenesha that even if she killed the physical body the soul still lives and is much stronger on the other side and can seek justice for bringing down the ICC and all their bases, that got her to back off, these greedy people have no idea that removing the physical body accomplishing nothing, only makes the soul stronger and gives it more ability to remove the negative beings in this solar system.